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 I was able to complete my Covid 19 vaccinations during February, with no side 

effects or symptoms caused by the shots. I am now “fully vaccinated” according to CDC 

guidelines and therefore less susceptible to the disease and less likely to transmit it to others.  

Brenda has an appointment soon for her first dose and will have completed her vaccination 

regime by the end of April. We are grateful for the progress in overcoming the pandemic that has 

been achieved. 

 Christians in Bangladesh continue to inform me that they are little affected by 

Covid. Those in Dhaka and Chittagong are more susceptible to infection, but in the smaller cities 

and rural areas (the vast majority) of the country there is a low rate of infection. KBC is well 

advanced into the Spring Semester as I write this, with its completion anticipated by the end of 

May. Thus far there has been no case of Covid on our campus. 

 Nepal still has a few more restrictions in place, probably due to the greater 

amount of tourism and international travel there. Still, churches in Nepal report few cases of the 

illness within their members. Congregations are meeting and preachers have resumed much of 

their evangelistic work. For the past year they were unable to travel beyond their own cities and 

districts. Now longer trips to encourage congregations and preach in new places are happening. 

 If this progress continues I am beginning to have confidence that I will be able to 

return to Bangladesh for the beginning of the Fall Semester at KBC (around August 1), and on to 

Nepal following my time in Bangladesh (about October 10). I also hope to begin visiting more of 

our supporting congregations to report on our work within the next few weeks. 

 I have met with the administrators of Khulna Bible College every week since the 

beginning of February via Zoom conference calls. Out internet connection at the college is good 

and those conferences have gone well. This has allowed me to interact with the personnel there 

and to encourage and assist them in various ways. We have also conducted one joint meeting 

which included the entire faculty and administration, the students, and Highland Park’s elders 

and ministers. That was well received on both sides and we plan to continue such meetings in the 

future. 

 I taught again on the NCL Webinar in February on the subject: “The Church of 

the Bible.” I also sent the material for the March issue of Stirrings to both countries to be 

translated, printed, and distributed.  

 Highland Park has resumed all worship services and classes, with masks being 

required for some of those assemblies. I am now teaching adult classes both on Sunday evening 

(Romans), and Wednesday afternoon (Acts). I have written lessons on the Epistle to the Romans 

fairly recently, and am using them for the Sunday class. I am currently writing lessons for the 

study of the Book of Acts. This is taking much of my time.  Though I have taught both subjects 

many times in the past I find that preparing new material greatly adds to my understanding and 

effectiveness. As a young man I heard a description of an older preacher: “He has quit studying.” 
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I resolved then to never allow that to be said of me. I pray that God will allow me to keep that 

commitment. 

 I continue to be deeply grateful to all of you for your consistency and generosity 

in your support of this work. It is perhaps redundant and a cliché to say, “We could not do it 

without you,” but never-the-less that is very literally true and I am constantly aware of that fact. 

Paul wrote,  

 

“For whoever will call upon the name of the Lord will be saved. How then will 

they call on him in whom they have not believed? How will they believe in him 

whom they have not heard? And how will they hear without a preacher? How will 

they preach unless they are sent?” (Romans 10:13-15). 

 

Thanks to all of you for being “sending churches.” The people of South Asia love you. 
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Memorial Gifts: 

Donations were made in February to the work of the Bangladesh/Nepal Missions in memory of 

the following: 

Scott Todd  Ruth Moore  Mary Fondren  Lawrence Grissom 

Sherri Grissom Shirley Ann Burns George Garcia  Charlie Garcia 

Reba Thornton Ronald Kendrick Patsy Sanders  Rob Wade 
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